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At least three-fourths of the dihedral groups D, are sequenceable: all but D3 and D4 (which 
are not sequenceable) and perhaps Dbk for k 3 13. Sequencings are related to especially 
effective shuffles of a deck of cards. 
Introduction 
A sequencing of a finite group G is an ordering of its elements xi = e, 
x2, * . . , x, such that the partial products of its nonempty initial segments are all 
the elements of G (necessarily listed without repetition). Sequencings are related 
to some other interesting constructions, see e.g. [6]. They have been investigated 
for abelian groups [3], groups of order pq [2, 71, and a scattering of others; in 
particular, for groups of order less than 32 and for dihedral groups of order at 
most 100 [l]. This note will add sequencings of the (larger) dihedral groups D,, for 
n f 0 (mod 4), and an interpretation. 
The interpretation works best in the cyclic case. A generator of a sequenced 
cyclic group 2, (which exists if and only if n is even [3]) is the same thing as a 
permutation o of an n-element deck of cards {1,2, . . . , n} which, being iterated, 
will finally bring any ordered pair (i, j) of distinct cards to consecutive positions, 
ak(i) = 1 + u“(i). The implication from sequencing to permuting {1,2, . . . , n} is 
immediate, but the converse is not. 
The permutations o just considered are, in a sense, the best possible shuffles. 
What about carrying them out physically? An elaborated model for shuffling 
mechanisms does not seem called for. On the face of it, a normal shuffle is a riffle: 
cut the deck into two parts {1,2, . . . , k}, {k + 1, . . . , n}, and strengthen the 
obvious partial ordering of the separated deck to a total ordering. The only riffle 
which can generate a sequenced cyclic group is the alternating one {k + 1, 1, k + 
2, 2, . . . ) 2k, k} of a 2k-card deck. It does so if and only if 2k + 1 is a prime 
modulo which 2 is a primitive root. (2 is primitive modulo 53.) 
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1. Sequencings 
Precisely these dihedral groups will be sequenced here: all D,, for IZ not of the 
form 4k except D3 and Ds. D6 is sequenceable (like all D, for at from 5 through 50 
PI). 
We describe D,, as the set Z,, X Zz of ordered pairs (x, E), x in Z,, and E in Zz, 
multiplied by (x, O)(y, 6) = (x + y, S), but (x, l)(y, 6) = (x - y, 1 + 6). For all 
odd n, the sequencings of D,, described here have the form ‘e, then a; then /?, 
then y’, with (Y and y partitioning Z,, x {O}\{(O, 0)) into equal halves. Moreover, 
in the cases 12 = 4k + 1 and n = 8k + 7, /I differs in only one way from the obvious 
list ((0, l), (1, l), . . . , (n - 1, 1)) of Z, X (1). Witness D5, sequenced by A = 
(e, (1, O), (2, O), (0, l), (1, l), (4, I), (2, I), (3, l), (3,0), (4,O)). In /I, observe, 
(n - 1, 1) is moved exactly across the circle to the middle of the n - 1 other 
elements. So for all odd 12 not 8k + 3. In all cases (n odd) j3 will be a list of 
Z,, x (1); LY (in D5, (1, 0), (2, 0)) and y (here (3,0), (4,0)) partition Z,, x {O}\ 
((0, 0)}, each containing (n - 1)/2 of its elements. 
For &+i, the 2k terms of LX are as follows. The last one is (2k, 0). The ith one 
(i < 2k) is ((-l)i(i - 2k), 0). y is the reverse of -_(y. 
The sums of initial segments of (2k - 1, 2 - 2k, 2k - 3, . . . , 1,2k) are the 
integers in [0,2k - l] plus the final sum 3k. Then, the products of even-length 
initial segments of /I (omitting second coordinates 0) are 0, -1, -2,. . . , 
-k, k, k - 1,. . . (1; so the’products of initial segments of A which are in Z, x (0) 
list it without repetition. Z, x (1) is also listed without repetition, essentially in 
the same way; in terms of the arithmetic of Z,, not of D,, the sequence is 
reversed and subtracted from -3k - 1. 
As already stated, we use the same p in D8k+7. We want an auxiliary 
‘sequencing’ of part of Z, viz. of [-I, I] for odd 1. For 1= 2k + 1, its products 
(sums) run 
0, -(2k+ l), 2k + 1, -2k, 2k, . . . , -(k + l), k + 1, k, -k, k - 1, 1 -k, . . . , 1, -1 
if k # 0; for k = 0 we take 0, 1, -1. Observe the differences -(2k + l), 4k + 2, 
-(4k + l), . . . , 2k+2, -1, -2k,2k-1,. . . , -2; thus exactly one of i and -i 
for 1s i s 4k + 2. Call this difference sequence rk; the corresponding sequence in 
D ac+T, (-(2k + l), O), (4k + 2, O), . . . , (-2, 0) will be called ok. (to is 1, -2.) 
Our (Y in D8k+7 will be ok followed by (-(4k + 3), 0); y will be (4k + 3, 0) 
followed by -a, (not reversed). 
The products of initial segments of (Y are the (x, 0) for integral x in 
[-(2k + l), 2k + l] and (-4k - 4,0) = (4k + 3,0). /3 behaves differently now, 
and again the products of initial segments of A which lie in Z, x (0) list it without 
repetition, and the same for Z,, x {l}. 
For n = 8k + 3 (k > 0), I do not know if the same formula for fi can be used. It 
can for k = 1 and k = 2, but the (Y’S and y’s I find in these cases seem lawless. We 
use a slighly more complex j3, throwing three elements instead of one across 
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the circle: (0, l), (1, l), . . . , (4k - 1, l), (8k, l), (8k + 1, l), (8k + 2, l), (4k, I), 
(4k + 1, l), . . . , (8k - 1, 1). The rest of the construction will be nearly 
uniform for k ~5. (Short segments of (Y and y vary with the residue of k 
modulo 3.) The remaining groups D8k+3, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, are already known to be 
sequenceable [l]; but we can quickly show that they can be sequenced this way, 
by exhibiting suitable (Y’S and y’s 
Again we want an auxiliary ‘sequencing’-two, in fact-of some sets of 
integers. First, for k 3 3, we consider Qk, the set of integers in [-k, k - l] less 1 
and -1. Q4 is anomalous. Otherwise, we construct orderings of Qk beginning 
with 2 and ending with -k, so that the 2k - 3 differences between elements 
consecutive in this ordering are one of each pair {i, -i} for i = 2, . . . , 2k - 2. 
This is done by listing the elements of Q3, Q,, and Q7 in suitable orders, and 
extending inductively from k to k + 3. For the induction we impose an additional 
condition: the next to last element in Qk is -(k - 3). This condition is satisfied by 
these orderings of Q3, Q,, and Q,. 
Q3: 2, -2, 0, -3. 
Q,: 2, 0, -4, 4, -3, 3, -2, -5. 
Q7: 2, -5, 4, 0, -2, 3, -3, 5, -6, 6, -4, -7. 
To order Qk+3, list Qk as far as the next to last element -(k - 3), then 
k + 2, -(k + 2), k + 1, -(k + l), k, -k, -(k + 3). 
We pass to Pk 3 Qk, the set of integers from -(2k - 1) through 2k with -1 
removed. Every Pk has an ordering beginning with 2, ending with 1, whose 
consecutive differences are just one of i and -i for i = 1, 2, . . . , 4k - 2. First we 
prove this for k # 1,2, 4. Begin with the above ordering of Qk: 2, . . . , -k. 
Continue: k, -(k + l), k + 1, . . . , -(2k - l), 2k - 1, 2k, i. The absolute values 
of the differences are those used in Qk and 1,2k - 1,2k, . . . , 4k - 2. 
For the exceptional cases, order 
PI: 2, 0, 1. 
Pz: 2, -3, 3, 4, 0, -2, 1. 
P4: 2, -2, 0, 5, 4, -5, 3, -3, 7, -4, -7, 6, -6, 8, 1. 
Let & be the sequence of 4k - 2 differences of consecutive terms in this 
ordering of Pk. The sums of initial segments of & begin, of course, with 0, not 2, 
and go on to list the translate -2 + Pk without repetition. (Z rl [-2k - 1, 2k - 2]\ 
{-3}.) Define rk as ?rk followed by (-(4k + l), 4k - l), and, as before, let the 
natUral bijection Z+ Z X (0) take rk to ok. Then in D8k+3 let LY be ok followed 
by (-4k, 0); let y be (4k, 0) followed by -ok. 
The products of initial segments of (Y are the (x, 0) for x in -2 + Pk (starting at 
0, ending at -l), then -(4k + 2), which is 4k + 1, then -3, and finally 4k. The 
products of even-length initial segments of /3 are, besides 0, and omitting second 
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coordinates, -1, -2, . . . , -(2k + l), and 2,3, . . . ,2k + 1; so products of non- 
empty initial segments of A list 2, x (0) without repetition. As for elements 
(x, 1) of D,,, p provides for 0 c x s 2k - 1 and then for 6k s x s 8k + 1, ending 
with 8k + 1. y then gives 4k + 1, then in effect fills in 4k + 1 - 2 + Pk (from 2k 
through 6k - 1, except 4k - 2) ending at 4k, and finally picks up - 1 (= Sk + 2) 
and 4k - 2. 
Next, Dak+* for k 2 2. It won’t hurt to sequence D1, first: 
e, (0, I), (1, l), (2, I), (3, I), (8, I), (4, I), (5, I), (6, l), (7, I), (6, 0), 
(7, 0),(2, O), (4, O), (5, O), (9, l), (8, O), (1, 0), (3, 0), (9, 0). 
Let us call this ‘e, B, (Y, f, y’. Always f will be (-1, l), and p lists the other 4k + 1 
elements of Z,,,, X {l} exactly like the p we used in D4k+l. (D6 has no such 
sequencing.) 
Again we can cut out the middle of the circle Z, and reduce to working in Z, 
but not (as far as I know) to a basis o for (Y such that -o or its reverse is most of 
y. We consider two different sets A, = Z II [-k, k - l]\(O), Gk = Z rl [-k, k]. 
We want sequencings n7dl, of Ak, pk of Gk, whose terms partition Z fl [l- 
2k, 2k - l]\(O). These are to be the difference sequences of orderings $nk of Ak 
beginning with -1 and ending with -2, ]pk of Gk beginning with 0 and ending 
with 1. Then rk will be ‘2k + 2, & reversed, 2k, 2k + l’, and Z-, Z X (0) takes 
rk t0 (Y. z+ z x (0) takes Pk to y. 
For even k, .7dk is 
3, -5, 7, -9, , . . ) -(2k-3);2k-2, l-2k;2k-3,5-2k,.. . ,5, -3 
and ok is 
-2, 4, -6, . . . , 2k - 4; -(2k - 2), 1, 2k - 1, -1; 4 - 2k, 2k - 6, . . . , -4, 2. 
The semicolons separate the two-term Centef’ of nk and the four-term Center of Pk 
from their antisymmetric borders. For k = 2, the borders reduce to length 0, 
z2 = 2, -3, pz = -2, 1, 3, -1. For odd k the borders are the same except that the 
sign alternation in &, 3, -5, 7, . . . , brings up +(2k - 3) (so, after the center, 
3 - 2k, 2k - 5, . . .), and similarly in pk, -2, 4, . . . , brings up -(2k - 4) (so 
+(2k - 4) follows the center). The center of Jdk is now 1 - 2k, 2k - 2; the center 
of pk is also reversed, -1,2k - 1, 1, -(2k - 2). This completes the construction. 
The products of odd-length initial segments of p are (x, 1) for 0 =z x s k - 1 and 
3k cx s 4k, (4k, 1) last. Then the factor (2k + 2, 0) gives (2k - 2, 1); zk reversed 
takes us through (x, 1) for x in the translate (2k - 2 - (-2)) +A, = Z fl [k, 3k - 
1]\{2k}, ending at 2k - 1; and (2k, 0) and (2k + 1, 0) pick up (-1,1) and (2k, 1). 
The products of even-length initials of p are (x, 0) for -k c x s k, (1, 0) last. 
After a, (2k, 1)(-l, 1) = (2k + 1, 0), and pk takes us through 2k + 1+ Gk = 
Z n [k + 1, 3k + 11, completing the trip. 
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2. Shu5les 
Call a permutation group G on Z, = (1, 2, . . . , n} pair-mixing if in the induced 
action on Zz minus the diagonal, every orbit contains a consecutive pair. 
(1) A pair-mixing permutation group on I,, has at least n elements, and if it has 
only n elements it is transitive. Then for r # s in Z,, there is a unique group element 
u such that u(s) = 1 + p(r). 
Proof. Since only n - 1 of the n2 - n off-diagonal pairs are consecutive, the order 
of such a group G is at least n. If the order is just n, the action of G on Z,, x Z,\A 
(the diagonal) partitions it into n-point orbits. But for every two orbits A, B of 
the action of G on Z,, (A x B)\A is invariant under the induced action; so its size 
is a multiple of n. Thus if r is the order of an orbit, n 1 r2 - r; if r and s are the 
orders of two different orbits, n 1 rs. So each prime factor p of n divides all but 
perhaps one of the sizes r,, . . . , r,,, of orbits. Since C ri = n, p divides all rj. But if 
a power pe divides n, we have p dividing rj and pe dividing q(q - 1); therefore pe 
divides 5. Thus n divides each ri and there is only one orbit. The last statement 
follows from the count. Cl 
(2) A cyclic pair-mixing permutation group is transitive, and thus of order n. 
Proof. Consider any orbit A of such a group G with generator o. On the 
r-element orbit A, u generates an r-element group GA whose action on 
(A x A)\A partitions it into r-element orbits. Since GA is pair-mixing, A x A 
contains r - 1 consecutive pairs; so A is order-convex in Z,. Now if there are two 
orbits A, B, both order-convex, not both A x B and B x A can contain a 
consecutive pair, and G is not pair-mixing. 0 
Thus a pair-mixing group G on Z, which is cyclic, or more generally, of order n, 
is sharply transitive; the G-set Z, is isomorphic with the free G-set G. Define a 
pair-mixing action of G as an isomorphism from G to a pair-mixing permutation 
group on Z,. 
(3) For an n-element group G there is a bijection between pair-mixing actions of G 
on I,, and sequencings of G. 
Proof. Given a pair-mixing action IX: G X Z,, + Z,, consider T : G + Z,, defined 
T(g) = a(g, 1). It is surjective since (Y is transitive, so it is bijective. Then we 
order G as {T-‘(l), . . . , T-‘(n)}. Since a(e, 1) = 1, T-‘(l) = e. For h fe in G, 
T(h) # T(e) (since a pair-mixing action is free) and there is g E G such that 
&(g, T(h)) = 1 + Ly(g, T(e)) = 1 + &(g, 1) = 1 + T(g). 
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Further, 
Thus h appears as the difference 
[T-l(T(g))]-‘T-‘(l + T(g)) = g-l * gh, 
and it is a sequencing. Inversely, it is clear that a sequencing defines a pair-mixing 
action, and these constructions invert each other. Cl 
As for shuffles, a normal shuffle is an interlacing shuffle. (Cf. [4, Chapter 31.) It 
is certainly not pair-mixing unless it separates all pairs found adjacent (since they 
can only be adjacent once per orbit); further, since it is transitive it moves the top 
card-moves it, therefore, to the second position-and similarly it moves the 
bottom card. This shows that the only candidates are those o which put the top 
half of a deck of even size into consecutive even-numbered positions and the 
bottom half into consecutive odd-numbered positions. This shuffle is defined by 
treating the deck as Zti+r - (0) and putting a(x) = 2x. It is not a 2m-cycle unless 
2m + 1 is a prime p and 2 is a primitive root modulo p. In that case, o is 
pair-mixing; x, y will come to 2’x, 2% = 1 + 2% when 2’ = l/(y -x) in Z,. 
Modulo 53, 2 is primitive. 
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